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Introduction

Northwest India is renowned among art historians for the Buddhist and Hindu copper alloy statues produced there during the medieval period (7th through 15th centuries). The iconography of these statues is often complex, and the craftsmanship superb. One typical example is illustrated here (Fig. 1). This image represents the four-armed form of the Hindu god Vishnu. He stands with his upper hands holding a conch shell and a lotus flower, while his two lower hands rest atop the heads of his personified weapons, Gadadevi and Chakrapurusha. This particular representation of Vishnu was especially popular throughout medieval northwest India.

During the medieval period, the area surrounding the town of Chamba in the state of Himachal Pradesh (Fig. 2) was an important political and artistic center. Although archaeological evidence concerning metal casting and artistic production there is scanty, some artwork of the period still remains in the local temples, and a number of statues now in museums and private collections are attributed on a stylistic basis to Himachal Pradesh and to Chamba. (For a wide range of examples see Postel, Neven and Mankodi 1985.)

In order to better understand the casting and decorating features observed on these medieval statues, in 1983 I visited a modern workshop located in Chamba that produces statues technically similar to the older pieces. Techniques of manufacturing and decorating were observed as an aid to understanding the procedures which may have been followed by local artists during the medieval period. This fieldwork is part of a long-term project at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Conservation Center, in which technical analyses, including studies of casting and decorating techniques, have been used to help establish the regional provenience of medieval Himalayan copper alloy statues.

Geographical and Historical Background

The modern town of Chamba is located along the Ravi river in Himachal Pradesh. The medieval territory included several other towns and small villages surrounding the town of Chamba itself. The administrative capital of the territory during the early medieval period was located 65 kilometers away at Brahmir, but was moved to Chamba in the 10th century. The town occupies a half-mile wide shelf and part of the surrounding hillsides above the Ravi river. Because of the mountainous terrain, historically the economy of Chamba has depended more upon its rich forests and abun-
dant game than upon agriculture. One advantage of the relatively plentiful supply of trees this region enjoys is that it is possible to dig locally the wood needed to produce charcoal for smelting ores and melting metals.

Both technically and stylistically, museum statues attributed to medieval Chamba and neighboring areas of Himachal Pradesh are very similar to objects produced in the major castings workshops of medieval Kashmir, so distinguishing between production areas is difficult. Links with the Kashmir Valley were strong during this period, both politically and culturally. In the 11th century Chamba was invaded by Kashmir, and remained dependent upon it for many years. There were intermarriages between the ruling families of each state, as well as exchanges of royal visits and other interaction (Negi 1963:108-117).

There is some evidence to support the idea that statues were in fact cast in workshops located in the Chamba area, rather than being ex-
cessively imported from such a large artistic center of Kashmir. A small group of large-sized copper alloy statues still in use in temples of Chamba District have Sanskrit inscriptions on the bases identifying the patron as Meru Vare or as Chamba king who ruled the area in the early part of the 6th century. The statues range up to 5 feet in height and show a high degree of sophistication in metal technology. The artist is named in the inscription as a workman called Gugga (Vogel 1904:238-244 and 1911:139-145). As long as there were sufficient resources available to establish a workshop within the Chamba region, it is unlikely that these statues would have been made in Kashmir or elsewhere and then taken over the mountains to the Chamba temples. If these large and sophisticated statues were cast in the Chamba area, it would be very surprising if other smaller statues were not also cast in these workshops.

Additional evidence for the occurrence of medieval period casting in the area is the presence of abandoned copper mines near several small villages in the hills outside the town. Local traditions indicate that the mines were in use as far back as the medieval period (Charak 1967:8; Negi 1963:119; Dunn 1964:97). Thermoluminescence dating at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Conservation Center of copper slag recovered from an abandoned smelting site 12 kilometers outside of Chamba indicates the slag was produced during the medieval period. Although we cannot determine whether the melted copper was used for producing art objects or utensils, we do know that locally produced metal was available to the artists of the region.

Medieval period statues attributed to northwest India have several casting and decorative features in common, as are made by the lost wax process (see below). The majority of the larger statues are hollow with an applied clay core, smaller statues are usually solid. The hollow statues often have an iron armature running up the center of the figure, and some objects also have armatures in the arms and legs. Casting flaws were usually repaired with a small metal rectangle hammered into an area that had been outlined and partially chiseled out around the flaw; the repairs are generally unobtrusive. High-quality casting and silver inlay work commonly decorates the statues, especially the eyes and lips.

Current Technology: The Chamba Workshop

The presence in the town of Chamba of a cast bronze workshop producing traditional religious statues provides an opportunity to study casting and decorating methods which are very similar to those used to produce medieval statues and to examine the range of methods employed by the modern village artists. The artists discussed the general organization and procedures of the workshop, and both the traditional lost wax casting and the more recent casting processes were observed.

Religious statues and utilitarian objects are produced in brass, bronze, or unalloyed copper at the workshop of Prakash Chand Anand located not far from the town. The workshop occupies only a small amount of space, approximately 3 meters by 6 meters. It is here that wax models are constructed, and the finishing and decorating steps performed. The casting itself takes place at another workshop at Mr. Anand’s home, located on a hill outside of town.

Mr. Anand has trained several apprentices and currently has working with him one advanced apprentice, Hakam Singh and several junior apprentices, including his son, Mr. Anand’s father was also a metal-worker, and passed his knowledge on to his son, although the father made only everyday utensils rather than statues. Hakam Singh’s father was a goldsmith, and he himself works as a sculptor when not pursuing his craft. Mr. Anand would be willing to take on as an apprentice anyone who sincerely wishes to learn the craft of metalworking, regardless of his background and whether or not he comes from a family of metal-workers.

Prakash Chand Anand is a well-known local sculptor and has received a National Award for Mastercraftsmen in India. Both he and his apprentice Hakam Singh (a state award winner) have exhibited their work in museums such as the Himachal Pradesh State Museum in Shimla. Still, the number of commissions received for producing art objects is not encouraged, and they depend upon commissions for producing everyday utensils.

Most of the statues they make are commissioned by local people who then donate them to one of the temples in Chamba or nearby villages. The statues require a large investment in expensive materials and in time, so the artists cannot simply produce works which they like and then attempt to sell them later. Instead, statues are always produced individually for specific patrons, according to their particular requests. The Chamba artists make use of a variety of materials and techniques, depending upon what the patron asks for and can afford. They are capable of producing images of any size or subject matter in any material, be it bronze, gold, or even a painted plaster.”

Filling for Casting

The majority of statues made in the Chamba workshop are produced by lost wax casting. The first step in producing such a statue is to model a clay core (Fig. 3). A coarse sandy clay, obtained near the local riverbed (there are special deposits from which it is always collected), and mixed with fibers or rice hulls before use. A system of iron rods or wires (armatures) is needed to support the core. This system will usually include a large central armature, and other smaller ones going into the arms and legs. Sometimes grass is wrapped around the iron armature, and the clay packed over that. The next step is to pour the wax over the clay. If the statue is to be solid, a wax model with no clay core is carved instead (only very small pieces are cast solid). Although apprentices may be employed to carry out many steps in the casting and finishing process, the artist always prepares the wax model himself; it is this image that will determine the artistic quality of the finished statue (Fig. 4). Sometimes for very large pieces the artist will first make a clay prototype. Using that as a model he will construct a hollow wax figure which is later filled with wet clay to form the core. A simple iron armature will then be pushed into the center of the piece. A channel for pouring the metal into the mold (runner) and another for release of gases (riser) are attached to the wax model. The wax is then covered by several layers of clay (investment) which reproduces an exact imprint of the wax image on
of runners and risers from previous castings, although the artist may also buy new blocks of pure metal. The workshop artists say that local mining of copper ores ended in Chamba when the British gained control of the area in the 19th century. Before then, a few families had specialized in the mining and smelting operations which supplied the local copper market.

The artists report that a large statue may require 200 to 300 kilograms of charcoal (locally available) to melt the metal for casting. If large statues are to be cast, or many objects are to be made at once, a large furnace dug into the ground is used along with a crucible having a 50 kilogram capacity (Fig. 7).

For smaller objects, the small furnace is used which requires much less fuel. This furnace is constructed from a metal bucket lined with clay. When the artists are ready to cast, slag from the previous casting is mixed with clay and water (Fig. 8) and allowed to dry in the sun. A hand-powered air pump is connected to a tube at the bottom of the furnace. The pot is placed on the top of the furnace and around the tube is packed with clay. The air is then pumped up through the pot, forcing the air from the bottom up through the soil. Rocks are placed around the base of the air pump; for stability (Fig. 9).

The furnace is filled with wood shavings used to start the fire, then gradually larger pieces of wood are added as the fire builds. The fire is controlled by the artist, and it is adjusted to maintain the correct temperature. The metal is eventually melted in the crucible in the center of the furnace, and the metal is poured into molds.

Apparatus consists of a hand pump, a mold, and a crucible. The mold is made of clay and is designed to produce the desired shape. The crucible is made of copper and is used to hold the molten copper.

Casting The Statue

The metal used for casting is typically copper, although other metals such as brass, bronze, and iron are also used. The metal is heated to a high temperature in the crucible until it is liquid. The mold is then filled with the molten metal, and the statue is allowed to cool. The statue is then removed from the mold and any remaining metal is removed from the statue's surface. The statue is then ready for finishing and decorating.

The statue is cast in sections that will later be assembled. These sections are cast in the same manner as the entire statue, but are cast separately. The sections are then joined together at the assembly workshop.

The assembly workshop is located in the same area as the foundry. The workshop is a large room with a series of workbenches and tools. The workshop is equipped with a series of machines that are used to assemble the sections of the statue. These machines include a lathe, a milling machine, and a router.

When the statue is assembled, the sections are joined together using various techniques. These techniques include welding, soldering, and brazing. The sections are then polished and finished before being sent to the finishing and decorating workshop.

The statue is then given a final polish and coated with a protective layer. The statue is then ready for display and sale.
A newly cast object showing the presence of a casting skin and surface irregularities that will need to be smoothed by filing. The protrusion on the bottom of the piece was formed by metal which cooled in the runner and sprue channels, and will be cut off and filed down so that the statue will stand flat on its base.

According to the artist this is one of the easier and faster types of inlay work. Lips are commonly inlaid with copper, which is a lengthy task since it is difficult to shape the inlay pieces for lips.

The tip of the iron chisel to be used for the inlaying process is first hardened by being heated in the fire and then quickly cooled in water. The chisel is then immediately buried in clay for a few minutes to pull out all of the remaining heat out of the upper part before it can travel down into the water-cooled tip, and reheat and soften (anneal) it.

Throughout the day’s work the artist constantly reworked the tip to make it perform exactly the way he wanted it to. No standardized tool set exists in the workshop, since even within one job the artist constantly changes his tool’s size and shape by heating in the fire, hammering, and cooling.

For the inlay eyes, the artist first deepened the painted line delineating the eyes, then chiseled out the area (see cover). Some carving had already been done in the wax, and thus needed only to be refined in the metal. The exact size of the eye area is measured with calipers, and the artist cuts from a sheet of silver a piece slightly larger than needed.

This piece is rounded and arched by hammering it into a depression in a cube covered with rounded holes of many different diameters. The inlay piece is then filed down to the necessary size. For shaping and hammering the silver more easily, a coal is placed on the edge of the inlay piece to heat and soften it.

The already-molded silver is initially set inside the eye hole by hammering with a round-bottomed tool. A flat punch is then used to set in the edge. The same tool is used to firmly pound the entire silver piece into place. Because the hole is undercut and the silver piece is pre-arched, when the piece is punched in the center it will spread out underneath the brass edge of the eyes. Since the hole is wider at the base than at the top the inlay piece cannot fall out.

The artist finishes by marking out the pupils of the eyes, which are then outlined with a rounded chisel. The sharp point of a punch is used to indent the center of the pupils which are then filled with carbon from charcoal to make them black.

Sand Casting

Small solid objects of simple detail may be produced by sand casting. A bucket of sand is heated over charcoal, with approximately 2 cups of molasses added initially to make the sand stickier. The sand is slowly mixed by hand and by foot to the desired consistency—the molasses is easily incorporated because of the heating process—and is kneaded to squeeze out all lumps.

The mixture is then dried in the sun so it will reheat enough to allow the molasses to be mixed more fully with the sand. The sand-molasses mixture is continually mixed and kneaded as another cup or two of molasses is slowly added. At this point about 2 cups of fine clay are added to give more coherence to the mixture, and it is kneaded once more. The mixture is now about as viscous as a thick cookie dough, and is set into the sun to be reheated on a flattened sheet from an oil drum. The final sand preparation is covered with a burlap bag and moistened with a few sprinkles of water.

The wax image that is to be reproduced is placed in the bottom half of a metal form or mold. A sheet of plastic is placed over the wax, followed by a thin layer of ashes, and the sand mixture is packed around that layer (Fig. 15). The plastic lining will prevent the sand from sticking to the wax model. The Chamba artists report that sand casting is a new technique in their region, since before plastic wax was available they had no method of keeping the sand from adhering to the wax image.

The sand is poured in tightly, and leveled to the top of the mold. When the sand is well packed, the
assembly is turned upside down so the wax image is now on top. When it is removed (along with the plastic sheet), an impression of the image remains in the sand. Ashes are sprinkled over the top of the sand and in the impression. The wax image is then put back into its impression, sprinkled with ashes (Fig. 14) and covered with a plastic sheet. Now the other half of the metal mold is placed on top of this one, and filled with sand which is packed around the wax and its plastic lining (Fig. 15). The artists firmly pack the sand by standing on top of the mold and pounding with their feet. The two halves of the mold are separated, and the wax image (and plastic lining) removed. An impression now exists in both halves of the mold. A channel is cut through the sand so the molten metal can enter into the impression. The molten metal is poured down from the top of the mold (Fig. 16). After only a few seconds the mold is broken open, and the inner layer of the molasses-sand mixture, which has baked onto the sides, is pulled off (looking and smelling like hard molasses cookies). These molasses pieces are saved, crushed up, and later reused. As soon as they have cooled enough, the metal objects are ready for removal from the mold. According to the artists, sand cast objects do not require as much finishing time as objects produced by lost wax casting (perhaps only an hour or two), as they generally come out of the mold with a much smoother surface.

Conclusion

Northwest India is particularly well known for its medieval period copper alloy statues. Today, the high quality of workmanship found in objects produced by artists in the Chamba workshop of Prakash Chand Anand clearly shows that the techniques of the medieval artistic centers have not died out. Instead, traditional methods, augmented by modern tools and techniques, are still used in Himachal Pradesh by skilled artists to produce religious statues and everyday utensils for local consumption.